FALLFEST 2001

Chemistry
1. “Computer Simulated Docking Analyses of ATP/CTP: TRNA Nucleotidytransferase Interacting with Nucleotide Substrates” Megan Albert (sponsor Professor D. Thurlow)

Communication & Culture
2. “A Glimpse at Hawaii Public Television” Karen Caiazzo (sponsor Professor Sarah Michaels)

Geography
3. “La Frontera: The ecologies of displacement and persistence in Gurabo, Dominican Republic” Leah Penniman (sponsor Professor D. Rocheleau)

4. “Punk Rock in the Face of Chinese Modernization” Michael Staton, Anton Fellowship (sponsor Professor P. Ropp)

Holocaust Studies
5. “Meeting Hate with Humanity” Thomas Dobrowolski, Kate Weiss (sponsor Professor S. Tenenbaum)

Psychology
6. “Sports and Academics among Urban Children” Loren Bush (sponsor Professor J. McHale)
7. “Discriminating between Normal and Adnormal Heart Murmurs (Sounds)” Kadie Crowley (sponsor Professor R. Bibace)
8. “Otitis Media: Beliefs of Physicians and College Students” Sara Merih Ertas, Agnes Selinger (sponsor Professor R. Bibace)
9. “True, False, Hard to Say?: The Misleading Nature of Questionnaires” Talia LaPushin (sponsor Professor R. Bibace)

Urban Development and Social

V&PA (Art History Program)
11. “Rough Cilicia Archaeological Survey” Edward M. Connor (sponsor Professor R. Townsend)